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In a study investigating the ability of subjects and their close
friends or relatives (close-others) to recognize subject personality
test results under conditions which controlled for the Barnum effect,
64 male and female undergraduate psychology students were administered
the California Psychological Inventory (CPI).

Each subject later

attempted to choose his or her own unidentified CPI profile from among
three, and a close-other of the subject independently made the same
selection.

It was found that 57.81% of subjects and 45.31% of close-

others were able to correctly identify subject profiles; these results
vere significant at the .0001 and .05 levels respectively.

The 53.12%

rate of agreement between subjects and close-others in profile
selection also proved significant, p < .001.

In contrast vith results
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from a previous study (Carlson, 1985), it was found that subject selfperception and CPI description correspond to a highly significant
·degree.
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INTRODUCTION
Personality tests are pervasive.
as tools for diagnosis and treatment.
assess personnel.

They serve in clinical settings
In business, they are used to

Popular magazines print them under such headings as

"How Jealous Are You?" for consumption by the general public.
But can even the most reputable personality test identify the
special traits that comprise a human being?

Could, for instance, an

ordinary individual systematically and accurately distinguish her or
his own test results from those of other people?

Or would that

individual be forced to resort to a chance selection strategy, such as
"eeny, meeny, miny, mo •.• "?

My study was an attempt to answer such

questions.
The problem of validity has long plagued the field of personality
assessment.

As Hyman (1977) says:

••• the scientific validity of personality tests, even under
ideal conditions, rarely results in unequivocal or satisfactory
results. In fact some of the most widely used personality
inventories have repeatedly failed to pass validity checks.
One of the reasons for this messy state of affairs is the lack
of reliable and objective criteria against which to check the
results of an assessment.
But the lack of adequate validation has not prevented the use
of, and reliance, on such instruments. Assessment psychologists
have always placed more reliance on their instruments than is
warranted by the scientific evidence. Both psychologist and
client are invariably persuaded by the results that the
assessment "works". (pp 19-20)
Hyman believes that, like the psychic and the astrologer, the
personality assessment psychologist may be both a victim and a
perpetuator of personal validation, . 11 • • • the state of affairs in which
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the evaluation of an assessment instrument depends upon the
satisfaction of the client" (p. 20).
Personal validation, also called the Barnum effect, has been
investigated extensively since Forer's seminal study in 1949.

Forer

administered the Diagnostic Interest Blank (DIB) to a group of 39
students and later gave all of them the following general personality
sketch:
1.

You have a great need for other people to like and admire
you.
You have a tendency to be critical of yourself.
You have a great deal of unused capacity which you have
not turned to your advantage.
Vhile you have some personality weaknesses, you are
·generally able to compensate for them.
Your sexual adjustment has presented problems for you.
Disciplined and self-controlled outside, you tend to be
worrisome and insecure inside.
At times you have serious doubts as to whether you have
made the right decision or done the right thing.
You prefer a certain amount of change and variety and
become dissatisfied when hemmed in by restrictions and
limitations.
You pride yourself as an independent thinker and do not
accept others' statements without satisfactory proof.
You have found it unwise to be too frank in revealing
yourself to others.
At times, you are extroverted, affable, sociable, while
at other times you are introverted, wary, r~served.
Some of your aspirations tend to be pretty unrealistic.
Security is one of your major goals in life. (p. 120)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.

The subjects, believing that they had received individualized
assessments based on their DIB results, rated the sketch as a good or
excellent fit to their personalities and the DIB as a good or excellent
test~ng

device.

This, despite the fact that several subjects accepted

as few as 8 of the 13 statements as true of themselves.
Forer concluded that:
Using the method of personal validation, a fictitious
personality sketch can easily deceive persons into approving
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a diagnostic device even when there is incomplete acceptance
of the sketch itself.

A minimum degree of correspondence

between the subject and self-evaluation appears to engender an
attitude of acceptance of the total sketch and this attitude
of acceptance is carried uncritically to the test instrument.
(pp 122-3)
Since Porer, many investigators have attempted to determine the
f~ctors

involved in personal validation.

It has been found that

subjects are most likely to accept a fake assessment if it is general
and favorable (Collins, Dmitruk & Ranney, 1977; Hyman, 1977; O'Dell,
1972; Snyder & Shenkel, 1975; Snyder, Shenkel & Lowery, 1977;
Veinberger & Bradley, 1980) and if they believe it has been prepared
specifically for them (Hyman, 1977; Snyder & Shenkel, 1975; Snyder,
et al, 1977).

Type of assessment procedure and prestige of the

assessor may have no effect on the acceptance of a generalized
favorable sketch (Snyder & Shenkel, 1975; Snyder, Larson & Bloom, 1976;
Veinberger & Bradley, 1980); however, administration of a reputable
assessment device by a high-status assessor will increase acceptance of
a sketch that is unfavorable or otherwise discordant with the subject's
self-perception (Snyder, et al., 1977; Swanson & Veary, 1982).
No special traits have been identified which distinguish people
vulnerable to the Barnum effect or those immune to it.
as well as naive people can be deceived.

Sophisticated

(Snyder, et al., 1977)

Hyman believes personal validation misleads us by
••• calling upon the normal processes of comprehension that we
ordinarily bring to bear in making sense out of any form of
communication. The raw information in a communication is
rarely, if ever, sufficient in itself for comprehension.
(p. 32)
Our interpretative skills betray us.
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Subjects in a 1955 experiment by Sundberg found generalized
sketches as persuasive as specific descriptions based on their own MMPI
results.

~hen

asked to choose between a fake sketch and a valid one,

they could not do so at above a chance level.

Some of the subjects

gave the two descriptions to their friends, who also failed to
discriminate between the sketches at a significant level.
Similar experiments, involving the Jackson Personality Research
Form (Dies, 1972; Merrens & Richards, 1970), the Sixteen Personality
Factor Quesitonnaire (O'Dell, 1972), and other reputable assessment
devices (Snyder, et al., 1977) have yielded similar results.
Invariably, the fake assessment is perceived by the subject as having
equal or even greater validity than the real assessment.
O'Dell (1972) attempted to explain this disturbing finding:
••• upon reflection, there can be little doubt that the Barnum
effect statements, because of their extremely high base rate,
should apply very accurately to everyone. Hence, they should
be perceived as more accurate than statements constructed from
less than perfectly accurate test scores •.•• (p. 273)
Schroeder and Lesyk (1976), who found that expert judges (PhD
candidates in clinical psychology) were able to discriminate between
Barnum and real statements on the basis of information value and
usefulness, while naive judges (introductory psychology students)
could not, had a different explanation:
••• in previous studies, judges responded to statements about
themselves rather than about others. This procedure bears
little resemblance to the typical clinical situation in which
the subject of a report is unlikely to see his own report.
Previous results may indicate only that individuals are poor
discriminators when judging statements in which they are
personally involved. (p. 473)
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A study investigating the validity of astrological predictions
about personality (Carlson, 1985) lent support to Schroeder's and
Lesyk's hypothesis that people really do not know themselves.

In the

first part of Carlson's study, subjects were asked to choose which of
three astrological horoscopes was their own.

They also were

administered the California Psychological Inventory (CPI) and later
asked to select their own CPI profiles from among three.

As the

investigators had predicted, subjects could not identify their own
horoscopes at above a chance level; contrary to expectations, they
also could not select out their own CPI profiles.
The latter finding prompted the investigators to contact Harrison
Gough, author of the CPI, and request that he conduct a literature
search to determine if a similar experiment had been published.
search was fruitless.

The

To his own and Gough's knowledge, Carlson

stated,
••• no other test of this kind has ever been done. Thus, we
believe there exists presently no scientific evidence from which
one can conclude that subjects can select accurate descriptions
of themselves at a significant rate. (p 425)
Carlson suggested several possible reasons for subjects' failure
to select their own profiles:

(a) The graphical presentation of the

information confused the subjects; (b) the subjects subconsciously
recognized traits applicable to them, but did not want to admit to
them; (c) the CPI does not test characteristics by which people can
identify themselves; and (d) people cannot recognize accurate
descriptions of themselves.

6

Vith reference to (c) above, it should be noted that the CPI was
designed to be accessible to the layperson.
calls folk

~oncepts,

It measures what Gough

" ••• descriptive terms now applied by people to

one another to describe their everyday behavior patterns and traits ..• "
(Megargee, 1972, p. 12).
Gough claims that an advantage in testing folk concepts is that:
••• the variables are meaningful and readily comprehended by the
user. Any scale will carry latent and potential implications
which the skilled interpreter must learn to appreciate, but at
the same time no special instruction or insight is required to
recognize the main thrust of scales seeking to appraise such
interpersonal qualities as dominance, sociability,
responsibility, tolerance, social pressure, and flexibility •.• "
(Gough, 1968, p. 58).
Carlson indicated (see (b) and (d) above) that individuals may be
incapable of accepting or even recognizing their own test results.
Vould close friends or relatives (close-others) of subjects identify
subject test profiles with higher accuracy?

The evidence suggests not.

Friends of subjects in Sundberg's 1955 study could not discriminate
between generalized descriptions and descriptions derived from the
subjects' own MMPI results; and it was found, in 1983 study by Furnham
and Henderson, that subjects could correctly estimate four of their
own scores on standard psychological tests (extraversion, neuroticism,
psychoticism, and self-monitoring), but only two scores of persons that
they knew well (extraversion and neuroticism).
The purpose of Carlson's investigation was to determine the
validity of astrology, not that of the CPI; hence, there was no
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follow-up of the unexpected finding that subjects could not distinguish
their own CPI test profiles from those of other people.
merit further study, however.

Such results

One even wonders why personality

assessment devices are not customarily subjected to this type of
stringent trial at their inception.

Self and other ratings of a new

assessment device would be much more meaningful if, by submitting
profiles of other individuals with the subject's own, a control for the
Barnum effect were introduced.
My study was a replication and extension of that part of
Carlson~s

study which was concerned with subject validation of CPI

results.

Each subject in my investigation was given the CPI and was

later asked to choose his or her own profile from among three.

A

relative or close friend of the subject (close-other) also attempted
to select out the subject's profile.
I predicted that, as in the Carlson study, subjects would not
be able to identify their own CPI profiles at a level significantly
above chance.

I also predicted that the subjects' close-others would

be unable to discriminate among the profiles with signifi.cant accuracy.

METHODS
Subjects
The CPI was administered to four undergraduate psychology
classes.

At the end of each testing session, the purpose and

procedures of the experiment were described, and students were offered
extra credit for volunteer participation.

There were 84 volunteers;

of these, 64 (47 females and 17 males) completed the study.
Materials
Materials included the California Psychological Inventory (1956
version), the CPI traits summary which was published in Gough's 1975
edition of the CPI Manual (see Appendix B), and two brief
questionnaires (see Appendices D and E).

The graphical profiles of

subjects' scores on the 18 different CPI traits were clarified by
verbal descriptions typed next to the graphs (see Appendix A).
Procedure
The CPI was administered to all subjects, and the completed test
answer sheets collected.

The purpose of the study was then explained,

and each volunteer subject was requested to recruit a close friend or
relative, someone who knew the subject well, for participation in the
second part of the experiment.

After the answer sheets were scored,

subject test profiles were constructed and sorted randomly into groups
of three.
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One to four weeks after taking the test, each subject,
accompanied by a close other, met with me to complete the second part
of the study.

The subject was given three test profiles (her or his

own and two others, identified solely by number), a questionnaire, and
a copy of the CPI trait summaries.

The subject's close-other received

the same three profiles, a slightly modified questionnaire, and a copy
of the summaries.
General instructions on CPI profile interpretation were given to
each subject/close-other pair.

Many participants appeared confused by

the graph; these were urged to use the verbal description typed next to
the graph, rather than the graph itself.

All participants were advised

to focus on extreme rather than on average scores, since, as stated in
the.CPI Manual (Gough, 1975, p. 12), "the more extreme ••. [the]
scores ••• , the more adequately a particular set of adjectives in the
summaries is likely to characterize a person."
Each subject/close-other pair was informed that the principal
task was to select out the subject's profile from among the others.
They were asked not tc confer with one another, but to question me if
any confusion regarding procedures arose.

The subject and close-other

were physically separated to ensure that they would make the profile
selections and complete the questionnaires independently.

After the

questionnaires were returned, I revealed to both the subject and the
close-other which profile was, in fact, the subject's own.

RESULTS
It was found that 57.81% of subjects and 45.31% of close-others
were able to select out the subjects' CPI profiles from among three.
The subjects' selection accuracy was extremely
p

< .0001,

significant,~=

4.15,

and the close-others were also accurate at an above chance

level, .!. = 2.03, _p

< .05. These results directly contradicted my

original hypothesis that neither subjects nor their close-others would
be able to identify the subjects' test results at a rate exceeding
chance.
It was also found that a subject who failed to select her or his
own profile as first choice had a 70.37% chance of ranking it second.
This was significant at the .05 level, ! = 2.12.

Close-others who made

incorrect first choices were not significantly more likely to have
accurate second choices, however.
An analysis by chi-square (see Table I) indicated that subjects

who made accurate first-choice selections were significantly more
TABLE I
CHI-SQUARE: ACCURACY OF FIRST CHOICES
BY SUBJECTS AND CLOSE-OTHERS
Close-Other

Correct

Correct

Incorrect

23

14

37

6

21

27

Subject
Incorrect

11
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likely to have close-others who chose correctly,J(°(l, ~ = 62) = 8.50,
p < .005.

This was not surprising, since 53.12% of subjects agreed

with their close-others on first choices, a finding significant at the
.001 level, ! = 3.36.
Overall concordance between subjects and close-others was tested
using a complex chi-square analysis (see Table II).

Two subjects were

unable to make second and third selections; among the remaining 62
subject/close-other pairs, significant agreement in ranking the
~

profiles first, second, and third was found,]{"(4, ~ = 62) = 24.78,

.£ < .001.
TABLE II
CHI-SQUARE: FIRST, SECOND, AND THIRD CHOICES
BY SUBJECTS AND CLOSE-OTHERS
Close-Other
First

Second

Third

I 32

I 19

I 11

I 62

Second

20

24

18

62

Third

10

19

33

62

62

62

62

First
Subject

Gender of participant did not appear to influence accuracy of
profile selection.

Female subjects (!!_ = 47) were accurate at the rate

of 57.45%, while male subjects(!!_= 17) had a correct first-choice rate
of 58.82%.

Female

(~

= 37) and male

(~ =

27) close-others had accuracy
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rates of 43.24% and 48.15% respectively; no significant difference was
found.
Also of interest was whether type of subject/close-other
relationship influenced close-other selection accuracy.

Thirty-five

close-others (including friends, girlfriends, boyfriends, roommates,
and fiancees) were classified as friends, while 29 close-others
(including spouses, family members, and step-relations) were termed
relatives.

Friends had known subjects from 1 to 41 years; duration

of relative-subject relationships ranged from 5 months to lifelong.
Accuracy rate of friends was 45.71%, which did not differ significantly
from the 44.83% rate achieved by relatives.
The possibility that social desirability influenced profile
selection was considered.

In general, above-average scores on the CPI

lead to a favorable interpretation, while below-average scores are
undesirable.

Profile favorability was roughly assessed by categorizing

scores that were less than one standard deviation above or below
average as average, and all other scores as either above average or
below average.

A participant choosing among three profiles might be

inclined to select that which contained the greatest number of aboveaverage scores or that with the fewest below-average scores, or,
perhaps, that profile containing the greatest number of average scores.
However, no pattern of this kind was discovered.

Subject and

close-other accuracy in profile selection did not appear to be related
to profile favorability.
Participants were required to rate, as well as rank, the
profiles.

A rating scale ranging from 1 (not accurate at all) to 5
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(highly accurate) was employed.

One subject and two close-others

failed to complete the rating part of the questionnaire.

Mean ratings

by the remaining subjects and close-others for first, second, third,
and correct choices are shown in Table III below.
TABLE III
MEAN PROFILE RATINGS BY SUBJECTS AND CLOSE-OTHERS
Correct

First

Second

Third

M

3.41

4.05

2.98

1.56

SD

1.03

0.52

0.58

0.67

M

3.10

4.18

2.84

1.62

SD

1.32

0.61

0.73

0.65

n
Subjects

Close-Others

63

62

A repeated measures 3 x 2 ANOVA

(~ =

61) revealed that subjects

did not significantly differ from their close-others in the ratings
they accorded the profiles, and that the interaction between rater and
choice was not significant; however, significant differences in the
ratings accorded by all participants to first, second, and third
choices were found (see Table IV).

Follow-up t-tests for related

measures indicated that first-choice ratings differed significantly
from second-choice (! = 15.71, p
(~

< .0005) and from third-choice

= 27.74, _E. < .0005) ratings, and that second-choice ratings were

significantly different from third-choice ratings (t
p

< .0005).

=

17.90,
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TABLE IV
ANOVA: SUBJECT AND CLOSE-OTHER RATINGS
OF FIRST, SECOND, AND THIRD CHOICES
SS

Source

df

ms

p

F

365

Total

60

Subjects

0.006

1

0.006

0.014

n.s.

391.623

2

195.811

495.965

<.001

Rater x Choice

1.295

2

0.648

2.352

n.s.

Error Rater

27.286

60

0.455

Error Choice

47.377

120

0.395

Error Rater x Choice

33.038

120

0.275

Rater
Choice

Items 2 and 4 of the questionnaire asked subjects and
close-others to explain the reasons behind their selections.

These

items were included because it was expected that participants would be
unable to correctly select subject profiles at a rate exceeding chance.
Had that outcome occurred, responses to these items might. have proved
extremely valuable:

they might have indicated that participants were

choosing wrongly because they had difficulty in interpreting the
profiles or because they did not approach the task seriously;
contrariwise, they might have shown that though participants
comprehended and conscientiously attempted the experimental task, they
simply could not make accurate profile-to-subject matches.
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However, since subjects and close-others were able to choose
correctly at a significant rate, response data from Items 2 and 4 was

less informative than it might have been.

In general, participants

responded to these items by listing a few CPI traits and stating that
high or low scores on these traits.determined their choice of profile.
F~r

instance, a typical subject answered Item 2 as follows:

"Re

[responsibility], Fx [flexibility], Gi [good impression] are areas in
which I feel uncomfortable and 18 reflects this feeling."
close-other's response to Item 4 was as follows:

A typical

"The scores for Cs

[capacity for status] and Re [responsibility] are too low on evaluation
#20; therefore, 129 is my second choice."

Responses to Items 2 and 4

indicated that most subjects and close-others were able to interpret
the profiles adequately and make valid distinctions among them.

DISCUSSION
Though Carlson's subjects were unable to identify their own CPI
test profiles at a significant rate, both subjects and close-others in
my study were significantly accurate in profile selection.

It seems

probable that this difference in outcome was due to the greater care
that was taken in my study to make the profiles intelligible to the
participants.

Carlson's subjects were not provided with typed

descriptions of the profile graphs; as he himself suggested, the graphs
may have confused some subjects.

Moreover, Carlson's subjects, unlike

mine, may not have received individualized verbal instructions on
profile interpretation.
CPI profile interpretation is not a simple matter.
participants complained that the

~PI

Several

Manual trait summaries (see

Appendix B) were confusing and contradictory.

For instance, according

to the trait summaries, an individual scoring low in Sy (sociability)
and high in Ai (achievement via independence) would be seen as
"submissive", yet "dominant"; "unassuming", yet "demanding"; "overly
influenced by others' reactions and opinions", yet "independent" and
"self-reliant"!

Given the complexity of the material with which they

were presented and their inexperience in dealing with such material,
the 57.81% success rate of subjects in selecting their own profiles is
all the more remarkable.
The ratings data provided information about the degree to which
the profiles were accepted by

subjec~s

and close-others.

On the
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average, first-choice profiles were seen as "fairly accurate", secondchoice profiles as "accurate to some degree", and third-choice profiles
as midway between "fairly inaccurate" and "not accurate at all".

The

correct profiles were perceived, on the average, to be "accurate to
some degree".

The finding that first choices were rated significantly

higher than second choices, and second choices were given significantly
higher ratings than third choices indicates that subjects and closeothers were confident about the discriminations they made.
Also of interest was whether subjects would have a significantly
greater or lesser overall tendency than their close-others to accept
all of the profiles.

In a 1985 study by Johnson, Cain, Falke, Hayman,

and Perillo, each subject was given a set of personality traits which
was not purportedly specific to him or her and was asked to rate each
trait's applicability to himself or herself, to a close friend, and to
an acquaintance; it was found that subjects rated both positive and
~

negative traits as more true of themselves than of their close friends,
and as more true of their close friends than of their acquaintances.
However, the profile ratings by subjects in my study did not
significantly differ from those by their close-others.
The close-other group in my study was very heterogeneous;
friends, spouses, fiancees, and various family members were included.
Although close-others classed as friends and those classed as
relatives were found to be equally successful at subject profile
identification, it is possible that type of subject/close-other
relationship influenced profile selection accuracy in some way that my
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analysis did not reveal.

Future researchers might find it advisable to

use a clearly defined close-other group (spouses only, for example).
Social desirability may have affected profile selection in a way
which eluded measurement in this investigation.

Different participants

may have been influenced variously by social desirability factors:

one

participant, for example, may have been biased towards the profile with
the greatest number of above-average scores, while another may have
preferred the profile containing the fewest below-average scores.

Such

biases, if they exist, might be counteracted in future investigations
by rewarding participants for correctly identifying subject profiles.
Th~

results of this investigation can be interpreted in a variety

of ways, depending on one's perspective.
My view is that normal persons are in the best position for
understanding their own traits, as they have had the deepest and most
varied experience of themselves; their close friends and relatives, who
have had the next best opportunity for observation, can also know them
well.

For skeptics like me, self-perception is reality, any test a

distorted mirror.
Some clinicians, on the other hand, would argue that laypersons
are not able to evaluate their own personalities objectively; internal
conflicts and denial make this impossible.

Personality assessment

requires special skill and training and use of the proper tools.

For

them, the test is real, self-perception illusory.
All of us extremists, whether in the camp of common sense or that
of expertise, may find it advisable to rethink our positions in light
of these new findings.

This study investigated the ability of subjects
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and their close-others to recognize subject California Psychological
Inventory test results under conditions which controlled for the Barnum
effect.

The fact that subjects were able to select their own profiles

at a highly significant rate may persuade skeptics that the CPI has
some genuine validity; likewise, since the CPI is a reputable
assessment tool, subjects' success in profile identification may
convince clinical purists that laypersons do know themselves to some
degree.
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Above average bv at least 3.
but not 4 standard deviations
on Achievement via Indepenrienc
(Ai).

Above average by at least 2,
but not 3 standard deviations
on Psychological Mindedness
(Py) and Flexibility (Fx).

Above average by at least 1,
but not 2 standard deviations
on Intellectual Efficiency
(le) and Tolerance (To).

~ Below average bv at least 2,
; but not 3 standard deviations
• on Sociability (Sy).

~

!

~

Below average bv at least 1,
but not 2 standard deviations
on Good Impression (Gi).

Average on Dominance (Do) ,
Capacity for Status (Cs),
Social Presence (Sp), Self
Acceptance (Sa), Well Being
(Wb), Responsibility (Re),
Socialization (So), Self
Control (Sc), Communality
(Cm), Achievement via
Conformance (Ac), and
Femininity (Fe).
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APPENDIX B
CPI TRAIT SUMMARIES FROM CPI MANUAL

. , .,,, ,.

M10M

'i ;iii •. '~

scoRIRi~r.

1-.J~

''•~~P. ··' t1·111/ to bC'·Urll "l~l/IJllM',~,;:~·

""'

·

, . ' :h11.1
'Lo¥dC:oURto b~ ,..,,
~

SCALI AND PUllPOSI

~

Class I. Measures of Poise.'' .{\sctndancy, Self-Assurance and l1'erperso11a/
Adequacy
AMr~si!e· con6~ent.

rcuistcnt. and rlan.ful~ l. Do ( do~inan.c~) To a!sess facton ~ ~rtiring, inhibited. <~1m~nonplac~. indiflerc~r,
as b<ing p<rsurnvt and verbally Auent, as . of leadership abthty dominance per· i Silent mJ unmum1n~. as being slow in
1etr-rclian1 ind inJepcnJcnr; and as having ( •
d
• I
thouJ:ht and a1..tion; as a\·oiJinJ: of situations
leadership potential and initiative.
~ ststeoce, an soaa
tlauve.
of tension anJ dcci'.'ion; anti as lackin~ in stJf.
.. ~ ·
, con~dcncc.

bu . .

,

·.l

Ambirious, 1ct:ivc. forceful, insightful, rc2. Cs (capacity for status) To serve as
sourccFul, and versatile; u being asccnd2n1
1 an index of an individual's capacity for
and sclf-sttking; effective in communiluion;
! status (not his actual or achieved sta·
and at havin1t re-rsnna1 !cope anJ brc1J1h of
: tus). The .caleattemp!• lo mta•ure the
interests.

Ap:uht·til, shy. connntional dull, milJ. \im·
pie. and slow;

:J<; hc:ing <;lcrcotrped in chink·
in muli")k :lntl inrtrclil\; ;1nll a<
ht·in~ um:.1..,\· ;1111..I .ndc" .ird in nr:w or unr.1111iliar sot i:d "ioi.1tium

in,:~ rc~1ti(tt:•I

.
I

· personal qualities and auribute• which
underlie and lead to status.

1

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Ourgoing, cnrcrrrisins=:. and inJ.?cniou5; u being com~ticivc anlf forward: and IS origin .. 1
incl flumr in rhoughc ..

Oever. enthusiastic. ima~inativt. quick. informal, sromanrous. and talkative: is hcin~
1etive and vigorous; anJ as having an expressive. ebullient narure.
lntclliRcnt. ouHpokcn, slurr-wittcd. demanJing. 1~gr~sivc, and Self-centered: u bcinA
persuuive and "Verbally ftucnt: and as possessing self.confidence and self-assurance.

Energetic, tnterprising, alert, ambitious, and
•crsacile; as being productive and active; and
as •1luing work and effort for its own sake.

3. Sy (sociability) To identify persons
of outgoing, sociable, participative
.temperament. '

f .(. Sp (social presence) To assess faci ton such as poise, spontllncicy, and

j self-conlidence in personal and social
.Interaction.

'·

5. Sa (self-acceptllnce) To assess fac.
tors such as sense of personal worth,
. self-acceptance and capacity for inde·
d
.L:- 1.:'
d .
pen ent UUJIA>ng
an actton.

~ 6.

Awkward. conq·ntional. quiet, suhmi~"i,·t.
anJ una.,.,u111in,c:: :t'\ bc:ins:: llc:13l hcJ :tnil p;aoesi' c in :mi1utlc-; arlll a\ ltting '\UJ.:,l:C'S1ihlt' anJ
ovclly infiumrtll hy othe-r!I' reaction~ and
orinions.
'. Dc:libcr:ne. m0Jera1c. r;11i('nt. sdf-re~traim:J,
! and simrle; :i~ v;uilla1in~ anJ umcrtain in
' detisit,n; and ao; ~t·ini: litc.'ral and unoriAinal
in thinkinA anJ jthlj:in,,: .

i

; Mc1ho<li<>I. "'""·"•'i'c. dcpcnJ.1blc. con,u·
-~ tion:ll: .'a~y~oing: an,i 1wi~t; as ~clf-ab.1~in~
>nJ g"en_ 10 foeh~~' _of gud1 anJ «If-bl am~;
: anJ as btin1t rass1vt m aninn and narrow 1n
, imcrem.

Wb (sense of well-being) To iden- 1 Unamhitious. lci<urdr. >wkwml. c>u1ious.

t tify persons who minimize their ,,.-or·

a1•a.cherit. and cun,enriunal; as being self·
an\I u consrrineJ

ries and complaints and who are ~ ~dt-n5ive anJ :1.ru.loi:e1ic;
'
•
1n rhought and a<taon.
relatively free from self-doubt and dlS·
, llluslonment.

I

l

Class ll. Meamres of Socializatiol, Maturity, Rtsponsibility, a11J Intraperso11al Sfr11cf11ri11g of Values
Planful, '~f".'nsiblt, r~rough. rrogrc.si.ve.
capable, d11tmficd. and independent; as being
conscientious and derendable; resourceful and
d1icien1: and as bein1t 1lcrt tfl cthiul and
moral issues.

7. Re (responsibility) To identify
persons of conscientious responsible

d d

d bl dis

epen a e
perament. .

an

·J d ,
posi on an tem·

ln1muurc .. m<~><ly.

1'1<) •.

.-vk~·arJ. ch•ni:cablt.

i anJ d1shd1cnnF:: a.~ ht·m~ mff11cntcJ h)' rc.·r·
• o;on:il hia.o;. spitt: ..mil 1!0~111.ui~m; anll H un·

~ tlc-r·comrolle\1 :mil i111puhi'r in h<-f1:1.,,ior.

Ddeno;i\'C'. dr1n;t11din,:. t1pinicinacC'\I. 1co;t•nrful.
Serious. honest. indusrrious. moJeH, obli~ing, \8. So (!!Ocialization) To Indicate the
sincere, 1nJ· steady;. as being conscitntious and
degtte of social maturity, integrity, · stuhborn. h<:.1ds1ront":. nl--c:llinus. and unlit·
, pcndahle; as beim:: ~u1ldul and Jtttitful in
responsible; ind as b<ing sci I-denying and con·
and rectitude which the individual has dealin~ wirh othl:r~; :t1lll Jo; ~i'>'cn ro cxc.~s.
fonning.
f attained.
exhibldon. and Mtcn1.11ion in rl1('ir heh.t\·ior.

I

Calm. parienr, rracrical, slow. self-denying.
inhibirtd, thoughtful, and dclibcratt; a. heing
suict ind rhorough in their own "IA'ork anJ in
1htir rsrcnation~ for ochers: and u IM-in1t
honcs1 ind conscien1ious.

l

9. Sc (self-conuol) To assess tbe de·
gree and adequacy of self-regulation
Jtnd self-conuol and freedom from im·
i pulsivity and self-centeredness.

Enrerprising. ir:iformal, quick. rolcranr, clearthinking. and rnourcd ul: as being intcllcctuallr able and· verbally Aucnt; and as having
broad ind •aricd intcreslS.

10. To (tolerance) To identify per·
with permissive, accepting, and
non-judgmental social beliefs and atd·
tude.

Co-orcrarive, rnrerrrisinft. ou11:oinR. sociahlt
warm. and hclrful; as being conctrntJ wirh
making a good imrrcssion; and as being 4ili1mc llftd ~rsisr<n1.

11. GI (good Impression) To identify
persons capable of cttating 1 favorable
lmpttssioo, and who are concerned
about bow othen react to them.

SOM

10

~

lmpulsi,·t', shrc\hl. c.·-uir;1hlr, irrir:thlt". stlf.
uninhihirnl; 2-; hi:in~ :'IJ.:~rc.-~si\·c
I anJ <'S'ierti\c.•; Jnd :l'i ~nc.·rern11h2-;izinit rer·
~nnal rlc-ao;ur" an~I ~df ·J::iin.

f tencrred. and

Su'ipitious. nam1w ..1l1"1f. '\ :uy, anJ retiring;
i

a.s being pao;si\e and mt·rly juJ,emcm:al in a1-

i ticuJe; anJ a\ ,Ji.,hdic.·vin~ anJ
• f'C'r~on:tl anJ 'inti:il nud1~1k

' lnhihitC'l1. crn1iou\.

di~rru~rful

in

o;h1<·\\'~I. \\.&ry, al1H1f. :11111
rt:scn1ful; ou hl'.i1w u1ul :in,J disunt in tl1eir
rel.uion~hiro; wi1h 11d1t.·1o;; ..10J as heinR self·
tenrereJ anJ IOo liule c.omerncd with the
• ntttfs anJ want~ of orhtrs.

.j

f

24
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SCALI AHD l'URPOSI

rt

low lco1iR$_.

4..,,,, ;~ •d•~4.

c:

Class II. Mcarn rL's of Socicilizalion, Malllrity, Respomibilily, a11d lntmpersonal
Slr11cluri11g of Values
(Continued)
lkl't'1"1Jhlc:. rnoih:r.nc:. f;1t,1ful. rdiahlt". sin- 1

12. Cm (communality) To indicate
1he degree to which an indiviJual"s
reac1ions and responses correspond lo
the modal ("common'") pattern established for the inventory.

<rrc. r.atit'nr. Sft.:.llly. JO•I rt·Jli..,ti, ~ JS hcing
hom:~r ;;mJ c.nn<ti1.:miuu"~ .ind JS h:tdng
mon St'nse anJ 1tooJ juJJ,:mc:m.

c.0111-

lmpJtit.:m, 'hJn~c.lhle. 1.omplilatcJ. iriuagin-'·
tht". di ...ohlcrly. m·r\(1us. rt'1rltss. and confosc.·J; .u hcin~ ,&.:l1ildul anJ Jc.-ccitful; inal·
rcmi,·c anJ fur,.:e1ful; anJ as ha.,,·in~ inrcrnal
wnffirrs an\I rrohlr:m'i

Class Ill. Measures of Achievement Pote11tial a11d Intellectual Effici1·11q•
Ura.hie.

13. Ac (achievemen1 via conform·
ance) To identify those factors of in·
terest and molivation which facilitale
achievement in any setting where con· '
fonnance is a positive behavior.

c.o-opc:r.ttiH·, l'lf1li1.:n1. or>=..1niLc:J, rt··

Spunsihlc, Stahk. 2ntl o;i1ht:rc:: as ht.·in~ rc.:r·
sisn.·nt anJ in,lu'Hrio11)'; ;inti ao; \Jl11in.~ inu:I·
lt'uual 11uh·i1y ~nd imdlntu.11 ,.,hint"mc:nr.

Mature, forceful. sunn,::. Jominanl. <lrmomJin,:. anti forcsi,:li11.·d; ;1o; hl·in,: in'kl't·n·k·nt
anJ sclf·rdiant; anJ J'i. h.1\·in,:: ..,up<:rior intc:I·
lcnuoll ability anJ ju.),1.:.mc:nc

14. Ai (achievement via independ- lnlubirt"J. anxious. c.Jurious. JissarisfieJ. dull.
ence) To iJencify 1hose factors of an\! w.1ry; JS bt"in~ s11hmissivc ;1;nJ tompliam
; interest and moiivation which facili- hd11rc: iuthoriry; Jntl J" IJtkinJ.t in sdf-insiJ.!ht
.ind sdf un.lusianJinJ.:.
~ tale achievement in any seuing where '.
! autonomy and independence are posi- !
• tive behaviors.
'

Efficient. tlrar·thinkin~. carahlc, in1tlli1ttnt. '1·
rro,_;rt....Si\'C', pl.lnful. fh4111H1~h. :1n1I ll'\41llU C·
ful; as kin,i.: akn .mil wdl·in(ormt·,J~ ;anJ a..,
rl:tciOft a lii,,;h \';J)ut.• on (OJ.:Oiti\C' .111J imd·

lc:c:rual mauers.

(11;1;r~t: u,.hJ,orn. Jloof . .awkwarJ. ins<.·n1rr.
anJ Ol'inion.m:J: oh t3sily Jisnq:aniieJ unJer
Stfl'SS or pn:,o;urcs to lOOform; anJ a5 pr:ssimisdc. 3bc.n1r 1hcir mc:up.uional futures.

15. le (intellectual efficiency) To in· ;
dicate the degree of personal and in1el- l
lec1ual efficiency which the individual ~
has attained.
J.

l

Caucious. confuseJ. eJ...,y~oinEt. defrnsivc-. shallow. ;tod \I0.1.mhitiou..,~ ;as ht·inJ.: <00\'t'fllionJI
;1nJ su·1n1typt'd in 1hin~in~: J.oJ as lalkin1: in
self-Jirc-lrion inJ sdf Ji~Hipline.

·!

.

.

'

~

.

.
'

.

::

.-

. . j .

. .;

'

.

l

Class IV. Measures of Intellectual and Interest Modes
Ohscrvan1. spontaneous, quil le, rcrn·prive,
1::1Jlc:uive, rnourctful. and d1an~cablc~ as
being verbally Rurn[ anJ sodJlly asn:ndanr;

1

individual is interested in, and responsive to, the inner needs, mo1ives, and !
experiences of others.

anJ as being n:hdlious rowarJ rulc-s, rtsuictions. anJ constrainrs.

Jn,is:htful, infomul, a1ln.'.ntur11u~. lon6tlc:nt.
humorou'\. rd'l<:lliuu'i. i.k.1Ji,1i1. ,,,..,nti\\-, Jn,I
l'j.:c1i .. 1ic·; J .. lw:i11,.: ,,1r•.1..ii, .111.l l)'lli1.1I: .in-1 ;1~
hi,.:hly t.ontc:rm;J will1 l't.·1son.1I f'kJ..,urc omJ

Apa1hrci<. reatcahle, srrmus. cautious. and
unassumin,I!: as hc.:in~ slow .ind Jdibt"ra1c in
trmro; and as being o\l:rly conforming and
comrc-ncional.

17. Fx (flexibility) To indicate the Ddihc-rom:. nuriou,, worryin~. industrious.
degree of flexibilicy and adaptabilily \ t:u.mlnl. m.mnl·rly. n1t·ch11.li~.11. JnJ rigid; as
lwin~ furnul JnJ ptl1.an1it. in thou>:hr; ;inJ as
of a person's thinking and social be· .J being onrly lldc-rcnti;il ro au1hority, custom,
bavior.
.
I anJ cr:JJition.

Jivt-rsion.
Ap1ircc:i21ive. p::uitnr. lu:lpful. ~t·ntk llltklc:r·
arc. pcrsevt:rinJ:. and .. inll·rt.· ..... hl·in~ rt:\J'UI·
ful anJ :tucptinJ.: of 11!11t:rt1; ,in.I "'' hd1.1 .. ing
in a consdc:ntious ant.I ')'lllpJthc:til \\Jy.

16. Py (psychological-mindedness)

I To measure the degree to which the

! 18. Fe (femininity) To assess themas-

! culinity

or femininity of interests.
(High sco. r.ea lndka1e more feminine
lnteres1s, low 1core1 more masculine.~

:· • '

'

.
1t

.'

: :l i::

~

Ourgoinf:?:. harJ.hc;;r;Jcd. 2mhiriou5, mascullnc,
active. rnhuR anJ rt·~dts'i: as brini m:1nipula1i' C' and O\'l>t1rtunisii\ in tlc.ilin~ with olht"U~
hlunc anJ Jircu in 1hinki!lg .md al"tion; anJ

impatient with Jelay, indecision, anJ rc-tlcction.

APPENDIX C
SUBJECT QUESTIONNAIRE
NOTE:

1.

Please refer to each profile by the number printed in its upper
right corner.

Vhich of these profiles do you believe to be based on your own test
results?

2.· Please state your reasons for this choice (use the back of this
page or a separate sheet of paper if necessary.

3.

If your first choice were incorrect, which of the remaining two
profiles would you judge to be your own?

4.

Please state your reasons for this choice (use the back of this
page or a separate sheet of paper if necessary.

S.

Please rate how accurately each of these profiles describes your
personality, on a scale of 1 to 5:
S

= highly

accurate, 4 = fairly accurate, 3 = accurate to some degree
2 = fairly inaccurate, 1 = not accurate at all
Profile i

Rating

APPENDIX D
CLOSE-OTHER QUESTIONNAIRE
Vhat is your relationship to the subject?
How long have you known the subject?
NOTE:

Please refer to each profile by the number printed in its upper
right corner.

1.

Vhich of these profiles do you believe to be based on your friend's
or relative's test results?

2.

Please state your reasons for this choice (use the back of this
page or a separate sheet of paper if necessary.

3.

If your first choice were incorrect, which of the remaining two
profiles would you judge to be your friend's or relative's?

4.

Please state your reasons for this choice (use the back of this
page or a separate sheet of paper if necessary.

5.

Please rate how accurately each of these profiles describes the
personality of your friend or relative, on a scale of 1 to 5:
5

= highly accurate, 4 = fairly accurate, 3 = accurate to some degree
2 = fairly inaccurate, 1 = not accurate at all
Profile #

Rating

